These endowed scholarship funds were established with the Nevada System of Higher Education. Most of these funds have been supporting Nevada’s students for many decades and have grown to provide substantial awards. These endowed scholarships ensure excellence at Nevada for generations to come.
Harold Marks Medical Student Scholarship endowment
Sigler Mathews Scholarship endowment
Dr. Charles and Mary Marshall Student endowment
Marion Mallory, Jr. College of Business administration Scholarship Endowment
Harold Marks Medical Student Scholarship Endowment
Dr. Charles and Mary Marshall Student Endowment
Rose Sigler Mathews Scholarship Endowment
George B. and Jane C. Maxey Scholarship Endowment
Herbert E. McCoskey Endowment
Howard McKissick Jr. and Sr. Scholarship Endowment
Murdock and Kathryn McLeed Scholarship Endowment
Perle Mesta Scholarship Endowment
Michelle Mitchell Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Elaine Mobley Scholarship Endowment
Joe E. Moose Research Award Endowment
Lloyd and Martha Mount Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Nelson/Watkins Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Nevada AIME Endowment
Lucy Nieder Endowment No. 1
Larry Noble Memorial Scholarship Endowment
The Honorable William O’Hara Martin and Louise Stadtmuller Martin Scholarship Endowment
Mark Oppio Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Lillian Orchow Psychiatry Prize Endowment
Al Pecetti Memorial Endowed Art Scholarship Endowment
Budd Pecetti Medical Student Scholarship Endowment
Dr. Owen Peck Scholarship Endowment
William D. Phillips Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Paul R. Pinching Memorial Athletic Scholarship Endowment
Theodore H. Post Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Maida J. Pringle, R.N. Scholarship Endowment
Lawrence “Larry” E. Pyle Memorial Scholarship Endowment
E.J. Questa Scholarship Endowment
Dorothy Quinn Scholarship Endowment
Jackelin Rea Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Douglas Paul Rennie Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Reno Newspapers, Inc. Scholarship Endowment

WHY ARE ENDOWMENTS SO IMPORTANT?

An endowment creates financial stability, allowing the University to be less dependent on unpredictable sources of revenue, such as state appropriations, federal grants and research sponsorship. This list of scholarship endowments reflects the dedication of our friends and alumni provides for a talented and diverse body of students preparing to lead and serve. Endowed scholarships at Nevada are awarded by the Financial Aid Office in accordance with criteria set by the donor. Endowed funds established privately by individuals, corporations, foundations and friends of the University provide the primary source of scholarship aid, with additional assistance provided by a limited number of annual gifts and grants.

Harvey A. Reynolds and Thelma Threlkeld Scholarship Endowment
James and Irene Rice Medical Student Scholarship Endowment
Warren V. Richardson Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Katherine Riegelhuth Scholarship Endowment
John-Douglas Robb Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Rob R. Robertson Pre-Medical Scholarship Endowment
Sidney W. Robinson Memorial Award Endowment
Sig Rogich Scholarship Endowment
Rosalie Rosenberg Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Mary Lou Sarton Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Ruth E. Saviers Scholarship Endowment
Sol, Elia and Ronald Savitt Scholarship Endowment
Roy R. and Russell T. Schooley Scholarship Endowment
Chester M. Scranton and Blanche Wyckoff Scranton Memorial Scholarship Endowment
John and Louise Semenza Family Scholarship Endowment
Craig and Yolande J. Sheppard Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Aileen Rothrock Shewalter Scholarship Endowment
William H. Shevan Civil Engineering Scholarship Endowment
Sigma Nu Alumni Club Scholarship Endowment
Teresa Simmonds Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Dorothy Snyder Scholarship Endowment
Southern Nevada Nutrition Scholarship Endowment
Herbert E. Splatt Scholarship Endowment
Norma Janet Splatt Scholarship Endowment
Stadtmuller-Field Scholarship Endowment
Frederick and Anna Stadtmuller Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Bertha Standfast Morrill Hall & Scholarship Endowment
George and Viola Stanek Medical Student Scholarship Endowment
John Leland Sturart Scholarship Endowment
Dr. George Steinmiller Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Lillie Stock Testimonial Endowment
Dr. Frank C. Stokes Scholarship Endowment
Storrs Student Nurse Scholarship Endowment
Charles H. Stout Journalism Scholarship Endowment
Bettie Steffeebeam Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Richard G. Sugden, M.D. Scholarship Endowment
Reuben C. Thompson Scholarship Endowment in Philosophy
Jack T. Thurston Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Dr. F. Donald Tibbits Scholarship Endowment
Elizabeth Jerry Tyson Scholarship Endowment
United Airlines/Wolf Club Scholarship Endowment
U.S.S. Reno Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Ken Vaughan Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Wagner Family Scholarship Endowment
Phyllis J. Walsh Medical School Endowment
Robert O. Weede Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Joseph W. Weibe Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Frederick and Beatrice Weisenburger Medical Student Endowment
Frederick and Beatrice Weisenburger Undergraduate Student Endowment
Charles L. West Medical Society Scholarship Endowment
Whalen-Hastings Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Glen E. Whiddeit Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Glen E. Whiddeit Biomedical Graduate Student Scholarship Endowment
Glen E. Whiddeit Medical Student Scholarship Endowment
Dr. Thomas S. White Scholarship Endowment
Louis Wiener, Jr. Medical Scholarship Endowment
Louis Wiener, Jr. Biomedical Scholarship Endowment
George M. Williams NASA Scholarship Endowment
Rita Hope Winer Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Harriet Barbara Wolf Scholarship Endowment
Fuji Woon French Prize Scholarship Endowment
Lonnie Dee Yopp Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Mary L. Younig Scholarship Endowment
Stadtmuller-Field Scholarship Endowment
Frederick and Anna Stadtmuller Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Bertha Standfast Morrill Hall & Scholarship Endowment
George and Viola Stanek Medical Student Scholarship Endowment
John Leland Sturart Scholarship Endowment
Dr. George Steinmiller Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Lillie Stock Testimonial Endowment
Dr. Frank C. Stokes Scholarship Endowment
Storrs Student Nurse Scholarship Endowment
Charles H. Stout Journalism Scholarship Endowment
Bettie Steffeebeam Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Richard G. Sugden, M.D. Scholarship Endowment
Reuben C. Thompson Scholarship Endowment in Philosophy
Jack T. Thurston Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Dr. F. Donald Tibbits Scholarship Endowment
Elizabeth Jerry Tyson Scholarship Endowment
United Airlines/Wolf Club Scholarship Endowment
U.S.S. Reno Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Ken Vaughan Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Wagner Family Scholarship Endowment
Phyllis J. Walsh Medical School Endowment
Robert O. Weede Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Joseph W. Weibe Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Frederick and Beatrice Weisenburger Medical Student Endowment
Frederick and Beatrice Weisenburger Undergraduate Student Endowment
Charles L. West Medical Society Scholarship Endowment
Whalen-Hastings Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Glen E. Whiddeit Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Glen E. Whiddeit Biomedical Graduate Student Scholarship Endowment
Glen E. Whiddeit Medical Student Scholarship Endowment
Dr. Thomas S. White Scholarship Endowment
Louis Wiener, Jr. Medical Scholarship Endowment
Louis Wiener, Jr. Biomedical Scholarship Endowment
George M. Williams NASA Scholarship Endowment
Rita Hope Winer Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Harriet Barbara Wolf Scholarship Endowment
Fuji Woon French Prize Scholarship Endowment
Lonnie Dee Yopp Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Mary L. Younig Scholarship Endowment